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Eli the Good
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It’s the summer of 1976, and America is celebrating
its two hundredth birthday with a bang. But
fireworks are nothing new at Eli’s house. His
beautiful mother and headstrong sister are fighting
pitched battles, his father is wrestling with demons
from the Vietnam War, and his rambling aunt has
finally come home, looking for a place to fade away.
In this tender and timeless novel by an acclaimed
author, an unforgettable ten-year-old peels back
his family’s secrets as he takes his first steps toward
manhood.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. There are two Elis in this story: a ten-year-old
in 1976 and a grown-up narrator recalling that
pivotal summer. Why do you think the author
structured his novel this way? Beyond their ages,
how does each Eli differ from the other?
2. “The trees,” says Eli’s friend Edie, “they talk to
you if you listen hard enough” (page 11). What
does Eli learn about himself from the trees?
What does he learn about his father?
3. Reread the descriptions of the seven photographs
that Eli’s father sends home from Vietnam.
What does each photo reveal about this man’s
character and about his experiences in the war?

5. What makes Eli and Edie kindred spirits? Why
won’t he admit that she’s his best friend? How
does he betray her on the Fourth of July? How
does she respond?
6. Eli’s mother was never a soldier, but her son
believes that “she lived with Vietnam stamped
across her face as much as our father did” (page
23). What does he mean by that?
7. At the beginning of the summer, thinking about
himself and other children of Vietnam veterans,
Eli muses, “We’re always caught between
defending our fathers and not understanding
them” (page 62). Does he feel the same way at
the end of the summer? What changes for him?

4. Why are Josie’s flag pants so important to her?
Why does her mother loathe them?
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8. Both Eli and his sister, Josie, resent their
mother’s deep devotion to their father. Why?
What do they want from her? Are their hard
feelings justified?
9. Describing his father, Eli says, “He was usually
silent about everything, which is most likely why
he stayed on the edge of explosion all the time”
(page 102). Is Eli right? Can talk defuse fury?
10. Eli frequently eavesdrops, listening in on others’
conversations. His mother and his best friend
know all about it and don’t approve. Why does
he keep doing it? Is it a character flaw? Is it
good training for an aspiring writer?
11. “Like everyone else in our family,” Eli says about
his aunt Nell, “she was carrying a secret with
her” (page 37). Discuss the secrets in Eli’s family.
Which are the most damaging? Which are the
easiest to understand?
12. Eli is reading The Diary of Anne Frank. What
attracts him to the book? How does it inspire
him? Why does its tragic ending make him feel
more hopeful?

his aunt? What is the importance of music in
their lives?
17. Why did Nell leave home when she was a
teenager? Why does she return home in 1976 as
a grown woman? Why can’t she stay?
18. Playing with his aunt, Eli decrees that his
royal name should be “Eli the Great.” But Nell
suggests “Eli the Good.” Why? Does either title
suit the boy?
19. The epilogue carries the story of Eli and his
family into the present. In what ways has each
character remained unchanged over the years?
How has each changed significantly?
20. After you finish the last paragraph of Eli the
Good, return to its first. How well does it
summarize the novel? What important plot
developments does it include? What does it leave
out?
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13. “All of the world’s biggest problems boil down
to misunderstandings,” says Nell (page 216), but
Eli’s mother disagrees. What do you believe? Is
misunderstanding the root of all conflict?
14. “Sometimes the best families of all are those that
we create ourselves,” Eli observes (page 144).
What does he mean by that? Does Eli create his
own family?
15. Eli’s father is a sick man, sometimes even a
dangerous man, but his wife won’t take him to a
doctor, despite Nell’s pleading. Why? Why does
she also refuse to disguise her bruises?

About Eli the Good, he says, “This book is about the power
of friendship and the joy of accepting yourself as you are. It’s
also about how people can get through struggles if they have
hope and the love of others, and most important, it’s about the
fact that we don’t always have to agree with the ones we love.
Finally, it is about the way a war lives on in people long after
it’s over. Although the book is set in 1976, it’s also about right
now. What I like about Eli most is that he’s trying so hard to be
a good person, which is what most of us are doing all the time,
especially when we are kids.”

16. Of all the things that Eli’s father could have
destroyed, why is the old guitar the worst? What
is its significance, especially to Eli’s mother and
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